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CHAPTER B

Introduction: Repression and Cooptation in
Mass Dictatorship

António Costø P'into

A comparative analysis of the institutions of political domination and control

of masi dictatorships highlights some universals regardless of ideoiogical dif-

ferences and subtypes: violence toward citizens, political repression and insti-

tutions of coercion ancl integration. It has at been argued several times (but

often forgotten) that repression and integration-cooptation are two itrseparable

instruments of domination in mass dictatorships. In fact, as it has been argued

often, two basic conflicts shape politics in dictatorships (Svolik 2012): the first

is between those who rule and those who are ruled: all dictators face threats

from the masses and the political problem of balancing against the majority

excluded from power is central-the problem of authoritarian coercion ancl

control; yet dictators rarely control enough resources to preclude such chal-

lenges on their own-they therefore typically rule with a number of allies.

Coóptation of elites is always present as well. Even so, both at the elite and

mass level, "violence is an ever-present and the ultimate arbiter of conflicts in

authoritarian politics," shaping the conduct of politics in dictatorships (Svolik

2012). Coercion remains the core feature of dictatorships, and fear, violence,

intirnidation and surveillance are at the core of political domination and of the

maintenance of authoritarianism.
In this section we deal mainly with police forces as instruments of repression,

but there is a myriad of other institutions-militaries, paramilitaries and mili-
tia, clandestine organizations and so forth-that comprise the coercive appa-

ratus of dictatorships. Police organizations played of course a key role in the

running and survival of dictatorships. As chapter "Policing and Surveillance,"

A.C. Pinto (ñ)
Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
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The construction of internal and external enemies is another element to

consider since we deal here with a structural dimepsion of mass dictatorships

both at mass and elite level. Inclusion and exclusion are central instruments

of domination and they are both ideological constructs and political devices

in these regimes. As Eve Rosenhaft stresses in her chapter) '(the 'mass' envis-

ased by self-conscious 
(mass dictatorships' is never everybody, but commonly

,"rnythic 'us' that always implies a 'them' and calls for 'them' to be identified

a¡d eliminated." This tendency towards binary thinking in mass dictatorships

is a facet of their radical "modernity" and its manifestation in transformational

oroiects. As it stressed in her chapter, the revolutionary dynamic that produced

ih.m req,tit.s such regimes not only to constantly generate enemies but also to

harden binary divides through the imperative to self-reflection.

Another obvious characteristic of mass dictatorships is a specific type of
knowledge management where information is centralized and censorship is

systematic. Although the degree of institutionalization of censorship varies in

the different dictatorships, the existence of commonalities pinpoints a systemic

logic of ideological and infrastructural reinforcements in the world of commu-

niit dictatorships: prescriptive propaganda measures, making censorship part

of a larger artisanal enterprise, accompanied the restrictive ones; the press laws

insured the control of the Party over the content as well as over the administra-

tive (the access to profession), financial, technical and material means of pub-

lishing. Last but not least) central news agencies acted as filters for all printed

or broadcast information, despite periods of liberalization.
More complex and diverse is the way these political regimes framed interest

groups and especially labour. Mass dictatorships required not only the healy

handof the state, but also the consent and cooperation of the masses. In order to

achieve their ambitious production targets, these dictatorships called upon their

citizens to produce more and sometimes to consume less. In Europe and Latin
Á,merica corporatism did offer autocrats a formalized system of interest repre-

sentation to manage labour relations, legitimizing the repression of free labour

Llnionism by the cooptation of some of its segments through state-controlled

unions often with compulsory membership. Last but not least, corporatism

arrangements were also mechanisms ofintegration, tryrng to "allow for the state,

labour, and business to express their interests and arrive at outcomes that are first

and foremost, satisfactory to the regime" (Kim and Gandhi 2010, p' 648). Even

without using this ideological and institutional device, all mass dictatorships need

to promote visions of an "organic," classless, functionalist society and corporat-
ist ideals such as labour-management harmony and the dignity of the worker,

as Janis Minimura explores in her chapter clealing with the Japanese experience.

This section concludes with the legacies of mass dictatorships and the mem-

ory management of the authoritarian past in successor democracies. Research

into regime change, and particularly on transitions to democrac5 has increas-

ingly used the concept of "authoritarian legaciesr" especially in the case of
the transition from communist dictâtorships to democracy (Pinto and Morlino
2011). Although it is very difficult to rneasure the impact of a legacy, and few

scholars use explicit definitions of what constitutes a "legac5" some emphasize

underlines, this typically i'volved the application of physical coercion and the

?p:i":i?" of sysrems of surveillan.. to .åntrol socieiies and suppress political
drssent in rhe co'text of enhanced por.vers (political, legal or peisonal)ìnd the
extensive collaboration of segments of society. In facl dictâtorships enableJ
more systematic and widespread emproyment of citizens as informirs for the
police and other repressive institutions.

In their assessrnent of authoritarian coercive behaviour, most st*dies do not
differentiate betr.veen types of dictatorship and their impact on different levels
(and rypes-) of.repression. Repression is therefore taken for granted. They dãnot consider divergent. rrypotheses regarding which type oidictatorships a.e
the most repressive, a'd they do not consideid¡fferent'types ofrefressive activ_
ity at the same rime (Davenport 2007). For example, *iit in one thesis repres_
sive behaviour_ emerges when autocraiic leaders are isolated and have involved
a smaller number of actors in the poritical process (more personalist ryrr.-rj.
By contrast, in dictatorships with a sizable network of political institutions thelikelihood of coercive behaviour would be lower, for thãse in power are able to
use alternative mecha'isms of domination and control to influence the masses
by "channelling" rhem through estabrished political instrtutions ( Linz 2000).
This might explain both rhe exrension and älso the type or r.pàrrron, since
the highly bureaucraric orienrarion and capacity for inålusion åigh, p-du..
more "consensus" than_other dictatorshipi. Another argument is'that withinpolitical sysrems where the a.gents of repreision (i.e. the,ilriorf¡ãirectly wield
power) there is a higher.likelihood^that repressivè behaviour-especially viole,rt
activity-would be applied out of habit,ànd the ,,usual suspecis,,' liËe politi_
cal polices, use of "political court" systems and other devicËs, are ,epla..d by
simple clandestine state rerror. Italian Fascism from one side and Aigentina,s
military dictatorship from the other courd be examples of this diversiry.

some students of authoritarianism base their typologies of dictatorships onthis repression-loyalty binomium. For Ronald wi"t oË'. for instance the fact
that dictatorships use these two instruments to stay in power suggests a classifi-
cation of regimes: tinpots (low repression and royaity), tyrant, 1ñi!n ,.pression,
low loyalty), roralirarians (high làvels of both) än¿"íi'*t.rutr'1toïrepression,
high loyalty). Thus, tot¿litarian regimes combíne high repressià, *i,r, a capac-ity to generate loyalty' un-der tyranny, the regime ,tays i" power through high
repression alone, and loyalty is low (WintroUé tf8¡.

It is important to stress as well that levels of repression are obviously not
constanr over time. By ideological, institutional anà international factors dic_
tatorships change their methoãs and modes of repression. That is certainly the
case with the soviet lJnion, communist china ãr Franco,s spain, where we
clearly derect different phases associated with the ,ole of ideoiågv lr¿ institu_
tionalization in these regimes. Technological innovarion and inJtitutional effi_
ciency in repressive and_ police systems aie other elemenrs 

"r.*fi"n"tion) nor
to mention changes in the international arena, and international ïorms such as
human rights, which do influence, in certainlunctures, r.".rr ort.pression in
mass dictarorships.
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the institutional and structural features and others stress behavioural patterns,
Nevertheless, Pop-Eleches introduced a definition oflegacies ,.as the structural,
cultural, and institutional starting points of ex-communist for-we can add--
any] clictatorships at rhe ourser of a rransitio n, (2007, p. 910). A major prob_
lem here is how to disentangle specific legacies of the previous dictatoiships
from lristorical legacies tløt c0ur4 since what is in the closetwhen transitions
open the doors of previous dictatorships is much more than authoritaria¡ism.

The concluding chapter of this section deals with the construction by the
new democracies of a clominant collective memory of a rupture with the past.
In fact, "it is a common assumption among transitional actors, and one often
repeated in the democratisation literature, that cliscrediting the rule of dicta-
tors is important" (Pridham 2000, p.47). By establishing a moral and political
break with a repressive non-democratic past-the key mark of which is to shift
the boundaries, and patterns) of social and political inclusion and exclusion-
the voice of the victims is legitimated, repression is condemned, democrats
become the new winners and old repressors pariahs. Democratic legitimation
takes time, and this "inverted legitimation" may help establish a clear break
with the past (valenztela 1992, p. 48). Inrernarional factors like the encl of
the cold war and the emergence of an international community that was more
active in the export of clemocratic values and institutions, conditionality in
accession to regional polities such as the European Union (EU), also provoked
significant strides towards the trans-nationalization of political justice associ-
ated with the legacy of dictatorships.
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